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Palau Montaner 

"Classy Structure"

Palau Montaner is a grand and classy structure situated along the Calle

Mallorca. After controversies and changes in the project management, the

building was finally completed and the result was a spectacular landmark.

Classic paintings and mosaic glasses take you to the by-gone era. Stone,

woodwork, sculptures, no efforts are spared in adorning the decor.

 +34 93 285 3834 (Tourist Information)  www.barcelonaturisme.com/Palau-

Montaner/_3Ngb8YjSpL3U56ScBH

OWcxpDev_Vr2xemixWACwqo1zHq

fOwzQojYaPv7J__dgYj

 Carrer de Mallorca 278, Barcelona

 by Public Domain   

Steel Donkey Bike Tours 

"Tours On Two Wheels"

Fancy a tour of Barcelona on a two-wheeler? Head over to Steel Donkey

Bike Tours, pick up your bicycle and paint the town red. Not only are the

tours a great way to take in the city's history and culture, it also is an

educational experience that's augmented by the knowledgeable and

friendly tour guides. The tours take you through the city to local gems and

places that visiting tourists rarely find. They have fixed departures and can

also arrange private tours for larger groups. Call, email, or visit their

website to book your very own Steel Donkey tour.

 +34 657286854  www.steeldonkeybiketour

s.com/

 info@steeldonkeybiketours

.com

 Carrer de Cervantes 5,

Barcelona

 by Jun Seita   

Palau Güell 

"One of Gaudí's First Works"

Antoni Gaudí designed this palace for Eusebi Güell, his most important

patron. It was one of the architect's first big undertakings and he

expressed all of his original creative genius in it. It was built between 1885

and 1889 and shows early signs of Gaudí's desire to combine the

structural and the decorative aspects of architecture. He made artistic use

of the iron structural elements and introduced Byzantine domes made out

of flattened bricks. Let your visit to the city include a guided tour that

starts every half hour.

 +34 93 472 5775  www.palauguell.cat/  palauguell@diba.cat  Carrer Nou de la Rambla 3-5,

Barcelona
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Barcelona By Bicycle 

"Bike Tours and Rental."

Since 1995, this company has offered daily bicycle tours around the most

beautiful areas of the city, by day or at night, and accompanied by a

multilingual-guide. The meeting point is in front of the tourist office of

Plaça Sant Jaume, next to Barcelona's city hall. This unique company

offers you a chance to unravel the hidden streets of Barcelona while

paddling across the scenic neighborhoods, historic architecture and

cultural centers. Â

 +34 935 480 457  biketoursbarcelona.com/  hola@barcelonaebikes.com  Carrer l'Esparteria 3,

Barcelona

 by Paul Hermans   

Aquarium Barcelona 

"Sea Life!"

Established in 1995, L'Aquàrium de Barcelona has quickly become a major

tourist attraction on the waterfront. The tanks hold the widest possible

variety of marine life from all over the world, in particular a great

presentation of local Mediterranean sea creatures. The most thrilling and

popular attraction is the fascinating shark exhibit. You can also count on a

children's play room and cool and eccentric souvenir shop.

 +34 93 221 7474  www.aquariumbcn.com/  info@aquariumbcn.com  Moll d'Espanya del Port Vell,

Barcelona
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Sagrada Família 

"The Vision of Gaudí"

An unfinished religious icon that is steeped in profound cultural value and

features an incomparable aesthetic, the Basilica de la Sagrada Familia is

an astounding marvel. Gaudí began working on this utterly surreal temple,

now a renowned UNESCO World Heritage Site, in 1882. Originally

intended to be a modest, neo-Gothic church, the Basilica de la Sagrada

Familia has since become arguably the most iconic building in all of

Barcelona. Gaudí broke away from the reigning neo-Gothic style in the

late-19th and early-20th centuries, imbuing his architecture with symbolic

meaning and pioneering the Catalan Modernism movement. Intricate

details like palm-tree pillars whose bases take the shapes of turtles, eye-

catching colors, Baroque-style influences, and materials ranging from

mosaic tiles to an array of stones converge to create an absolute

masterpiece.

 +34 932 08 04 14  www.sagradafamilia.org/  informacio@sagradafamilia

.org

 Carrer de Mallorca 401,

Barcelona
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Foto Ruta 

"Barcelona Through Your Camera"

Foto Ruta is a photography company that originated in the city of Buenos

Aires and now has branches across the world. It presents the city of

Barcelona in a novel way through the lens of your camera and leaves you

with memories that are sure to last a lifetime. They have tours that take

you on a great experience that combines trips to little-known city gems

with educational photography sessions. Not only is this the best way to

see the city, it also is the best way to understand the art of photography

and the tips and tricks used by the professionals. The tour guides are

extremely knowledgeable and friendly and ensure that your tour is

conducted to your absolute satisfaction.

 +34 654867898  www.foto-ruta.es/  hola@foto-ruta.es  Carrer de Conca, Barcelona
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Tramvia Blau 

"Historic Tram Ride"

In the heart of Barcelona is a treasured attraction, a hidden gem, the only

one of its kind, the Tramvia Blau. Established at the turn of the 19th

Century, the Tramvia Blau is a tram car that is almost exclusively used by

tourists and runs up the mountain through historic neighborhoods and

numerous tourist attractions in the city. A trip on the tram is perfect for

couples and is a romantic way to take in Barcelona's sights and sounds.

 +34 93 285 3834 (Tourist Information)  irbarcelona.it/attivita-attrazioni-

barcellona/tramvia-blau/

 Avenida del Tibidabo 2, Barcelona
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